
Restore E2 Document

Condition? Zone type 06 Zone type 07 Zone type 08
When is restore report
sent?

After Code + 1 is entered After code + 1 is entered
in any state                            in any state or bell timeout

if restored)

After Code + 1 is entered

When can you re-trip
the wired zone?

Anytime Anytime Anytime

When can you re-trip a
BR Zone?

Right Away Right Away Right Away

When can you re-trip a
RF Zone?

No restore is sent, zone is
ready to trip again. Will
send at code +1

No restore is sent, zone is
ready to trip again. Will
send at code +1

No restore is sent, zone is
ready to trip again. Will
send at code +1

Affected by bell time-
out? N\A

Restore is sent at bell
timeout if zone is
restored.

N\A

What if bell time out is
set at zero? N\A

No restore is sent, zone is
ready to trip again.  Will
send at code +1

N\A

What if a code + off is
pressed and the zone IS
closed?

Restore report is sent &
the zone is ready to trip
again.

Restore report is sent &
the zone is ready to trip
again.

Restore report is sent &
the zone is ready to trip
again.

How does swinger
suppression affect it?

Condition? Zone type BURG Zone type 09 Keypad Panics
When is restore report
sent?

When code + 1 is entered
or bell timeout

When Code + 1 is entered
or bell timeout if restored

When  code + 1 is entered
or bell timeout

When can you re-trip
the zone?

After bell timeout After bell timeout or
disarm

Right Away

Affected by bell time-
out?

Yes Yes No

When can you re-trip an
RF Zone?

When code + 1 is entered When Restored NA

What if bell time out is
set at zero?

Zone can not trip again Zone trip again if
restored

No affect

What if a code + off is
pressed and the zone is
NOT closed

Restore sent @ code+1 Restore sent @ code+1 NA

What if a code + off is
pressed and the zone IS
closed?

Zone will be ready to trip
again

Zone will be ready to trip
again

NA

How does swinger
suppression affect it?

Zone will report one more
time after bell timeout

No Affect No Affect

What if a code + off is
pressed and the zone IS
not closed?

Restore report is sent &
the zone is ready to trip
again.

Restore report is sent &
the zone is ready to trip
again.

Restore report is sent &
the zone is ready to trip
again.




